
3. AUGMENTAND TONE

There are two types of nominal prefixes:

oC(V)-: oci-, ovi-, ova-, on-, ow-, etc.

V-: U-, a-, e-

The prefix-initial vowel o which is called the AUGMENT. The augment o only

occurs before a consonant; when the nominal prefix consists of a single vowel

the augment is represented only by a floating tone. The augment can be High

or Low, depending on the syntactic function of the noim. The augment is

High when the noun is the first object of an affirmative verb in a main clause;

we call this the Object Case (OC). The OC is also used after kw^nda and la

both meaning 'and, with'. In other syntactic environments the augment is

Low; we call this the Common Case (CC). In this way, any noun can appear

in two tonal shapes. The following table shows the tonal types for nouns with

stems of one, two and three syllables, and with monosyllabic and disyllabic

prefixes.

OC CC OC CC

0-L ^.y5 e.yo 6va.y5 ova.yo tooth

^H 6n.Jd onJ6 61on.J6 olon.J6 house

^LL dn.duk5 on.duko 61on.duk6 olon.duko name
""HL 6njila onjfla dlonjila olonjila bird

^LH 6n.gandu on*gandu 6lon.gandu olon.gandii crocodile

^HLL 6,m€lk o.m6lk 6\o,m€lk olcrndft mouth
""HLH 6.m6l6 o.m6l6 6lo.m6f6 olo.m6l6 castor oil plant

^'LLL d.nuvik5 cnuviko 6ku.tuvtk& oku.tuvika lid / to cover

""All 6.s&ab e^sdUld 6ku^AIi8ft okn.86Us& end /to finish

etc.
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If we depart form tb& formulas m the leftmost colmmi as representing the

underlying tones, and if we further assume that the OC-fonns have a High

augment (which may be simply a floating tone), then we are able to derive

the surface forms by the following three rules:

H'Doubling:

H-Spreading:

Final-Lowering:

L > H /H_#

L^ > H*^, /H_

The vast majority of independent nouns has a NPx with an augment, but

there are also nouns with a NPx lacking the augment, or with an augment but

no NPx, or with neither an augment nor a NPx. Proj)er names (often derived

from common nouns) frequently have a NPx without augment as in the (a)

examples below). The same is true for all locatives (b) and for the special

class 2a (c). Most words with an augment but without NPx are loanwords (d).

Finally, kinship terms as in (e) have neither an augment nor a NPx; they are

classified as dass la and form their plural in class 2a.

a. My&pyulil n.pr. masc.

C^mbil December'; n.pr. fem.

Kw&i^d Kwanza (river)

S6mtf Chief, King

Kilungft sea; realm of the dead

b. p6ngui^i noon

kflu above

vflu in the sky

c. v^Ngolft Angolans

vik6ta elder brothers

d. 6pita

6Piitu

e. tAt£

duck

Portugal

father

mother

cf. 6myapyft swallow (the bird)

cf. 6somd a/the chief

cf. 6ngur\ji post supporting porch roof

cf. flii sky

sg* uNgolk

sg. kAta

pi. vitat^

pi. yAmafi
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Words without an augment do not make a tonal difference between OC and

CC; since there is no augment the OC forms merge with the CC forms and

start with a Low tone, too. However, even these occur in two tonal shapes:

The form beginning with a High tone is used as the citation form and as a

nominal predication. We call this the PREDICATIVE case, which for nouns

with an augment coincides formally with the OC.

CC:



6. DERIVATION

L Verb'to-Verb:

The verb stem as it occurs, for instance, in the infinitive, consists of the

verbal base (VB) and the final suffix (Fi) -a. The VB consists of a root to

which one or more extensions can be attached. Roots have the shape -CC-,

-CV-, -CVC-, or -CVNC-.

•r-a die 6kaf& to die

-li-a eat 6kulyi to eat

-lim-a work (on the farm) 6kulim& to cultivate

-tum-a send 6kuti&ma to send

-land-a buy 6kulandft to buy

-t^nd-a coimt dkutfnda to count

Extensions do not have distinctive tones; they receive their (underlying) tone

fi*om the following, verb-final suffix (see chapter 8). The most productive

extensions are the applicative, the causative, and the passive.

applicative:

after non-nasal after nasal

after i, u -il- -if-

after e, o, a -el- -el-

-lim-il-a : 6kulimil& to work for (s.o. or sth.)

-t^nd-el-a : 6kut^ndei& to count for (s.o. or sth)

-li-il-a : 6kuinft to eat for (s.o. or sth.)

The vowel of the extension is I with all verbal bases of the shape -C(V)-. The
last example shows how the surface tone pattern HL on disyllabic stems is

derived from roots of the shape *-CWC- or *-CVC- with HL tone.
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causative: -is-

6kuwfs& to let fall, to feU

6kut£ndisil to make count

6kulandi8& to sell

< 6kiiw& to fall

< 6kut£nda to count

< 6kuland& to buy

passive: -Iw-

dkut^ndiwil

6kulandisiwft

ndalimiliw^ €py&

to be counted

to be sold

**! was cultivated-for the farm"

Less productive extensions are:

stative: -am-

dkiivdtami to hide (oneself) < 6kuvidta to pull down

repetitive: -ay(-al)-

6kiililayalft to cry continuously < 6kulil& to cry

neuter -lk-/-ek-/-lfi-/-efi-

6kum6le(i& to appear < 6kum6la to see

separative tr.: -ul-/-ol-/-uI-/-oI-

6kuyikul& to open < dkuyikft to shut

separative itr,: -uk-/-ok-/-ufi-/-ofi-

6kuyikuk& to open (by itself) < 6kuyikk to shut

The distributions of i/e (neuter) and of l/I (tr, separative) are the same as

have been described for the applicative extension. The distribution of k/fi

(itr. separative) is the same as for I/I. However, the distribution of u/o

(separative) is not quite the same as the distribution of e/i: o only occurs

after o, after all other vowels we find u.

A VB can contain more than one extensions. The derivation is "stacked"

from left to right in the sense that 6ku*land-is-iw-ft is the passive of the

causative of 'to bu/. Certain sequences of extensions are regularly

contracted:
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-ul-il- > -wfl- -sapwila < -sapula tell

-ul-is- > -wis- -sapwisa < -sapula tell

-ul-iw- > -wiw- •pandwiwa < -pandula thank

-ay-il- > -al- -ing'ala < -ingMla enter

-ay-is- > -as- -iandasa < -landisa sell

-ay-ik- > -ak- -ongaka < -ongeka increase (itr.)

-ay-ul- > -ol- -sapola < -sapula tell

-ay-uk- > -ok- -k^Iofia < -k^fufia scold

but:

*ay-ain- -vdtayama < -vutama hide (itr.)

Reduplication of the VB is also a kind of derivation; it makes the meaning of

the verb more intense, or expresses a frequentative or repetitive action.

6kut£(iate(i& < 6kut£(ia to jump

2. Verb'to-Noun:

Nouns are derived from verbal bases by adding a nominalizing sufGx. The

newly formed nominal stem is assigned to one of the noun classes.

-i: forms agent nouns

dpfpi cl. 1/2 or 6mfpi cl. 9/10 fisherman < -pfpa to fish

ulimi cl. 1/2 farmer < -lima to cultivate

•€: often similar to a past participle with passive meaning

uiim^ cl. 3/4 piece of land to be cultivated in one day

-a, -6: no clear, consistent meaning

Allmk cl. 3/4 year (the cycle of cultivation)

6vitiiii cl. 4 new village < -tlula put down, rest

-o: very frequent, with vague meaning (action, result, instrument)

6i\jflikil6 cl. 9/10 index vinger < -ilika point

6lul6 cl. 5 bitterness < -lula be bitter

-U9-6: no clear meaning

dundil cl. 5/6 heap, mound; cf. -lundika heap up

6ndulu 9 gall < -lula be bitter
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3. Ambivalent Derivation:

There are quite a number of paired nouns and verbs which apparently have

the same root but where the direction of the (historical) derivation is not

obvious.

6nj\y6 forgetfulness



5. Autonomous use ofnoun classes:

Nouns inherently belong to a certain dass or gender; in such cases we cannot

assign any definite meaning to the class or gender. Some classes can also be
used "autonomously", i.e., nouns can be "moved" into these classes, and such

derivational processes are linked to well defined meanings. Locative classes

(see chapter 2) are always autonomous.

diminutives: classes 12/13

6kai\ifla/6tui\|Ua

6kacinham& / dtuvinhamU

6i^lla/61oi4fIa bird

6cinham& / 6vinhamft animal

auffnentatives: classes 7/4

6dwito / dvyawito <
6cimunii / 6vimunik bandit <

6w&to I tmito boat

6mun6 / 6manii person

qualitatives: class 3

iin6n6 bigness

tMt6 smaUness

ilsomd royalty

< -n^ni big

< -tiUi small

< 6somi king, chief



7. VERB FORMS: CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS

Verb forms can be rather complex morphologically. We Histingiiish nine

positions or slots:

1 2

PI + I +
NEG SCd

3

Fo +
TAM

4

Fo2 +
IT

5 6

preR = VB +
OCd LEX

7

Fi +
TAM

8

Fi2

PL

9

a
LOC

1 PI pre-initial: NEGative marker

2 / initial: Subject Concord (see below)

3 Fo formative: tense marker for Time/Aspect/Mood
4 Fo2 formative 2: IUve marker (< Lat. itum 'gone'), and others

SpreR pre-radical: Object Concord, max. two (see below)

6 VB verbal base: the lexical core of each verbal form

7 Fi final: tense marker for Time/Aspect/Mood

8 Fi2 final 2: PLural vocative marker (see below)

9 CI (en)clitc: locative complement (see below)

The two forms below demonstrate minimal and maximal use of these slots:

ting + a readi (IMPBRAITVB)

1234556 789
ka +tw +& +ka +va +u =pandwfl +11 + i - k6

NEG SCd TAM IT OCd OCdVB TAM PL LOC
not we PASTgo themyou thank-for pastPL there

we did not go there to thank them for you (pi)
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Subject Concords:

Each verb form (except Imperatives and Infinitives) have a Subject Concord

which agrees in person or dass Mdth the subject of the verb. There are SCd's

for participants and for all classes, mcluding the locative classes. The SCd is

Low for participants and High for all classes. Segmentally, the SCd's of

classes 2ff. are the same as the Pronominal Prefixes.



(ii) Ci = [-voice, -cont]

ndi-p6py8 or mdpya I speak

ndi-tdnia or numa I send

ndi-dia or nhfia I dance

ndi-kwit& or ng'witft I take

(iii) Ci = [-voice, 4- cont] or [ + nas]

ndi-fela or fela I dig

ndi-s6nefift or sdneiilk I write

ndi-hala or hala I take a bath

ndi-mdia or ni6la I see

ndi-nhw^ or nhwd I drink

A different assimilation occurs when n- precedes the Itive marker -ka- or the

OCd -ku- of the 2nd person singular:

ndl-ka-landa or tialanda I shall buy

ndi-ku-landel& or hulandela I buy for you

In all other cases, the long form ndi- of the 1st person singular SCd is used

before any TAM-marking formative (Fo) or any OCd. The vowel of the SCd
ndi- is deleted before another vowel. - The SCd of class 1 appears as w-

before the Fo -a-; it is reduced to a floating High tone before a vowel-initial

verb stem.

wilandi



1st person 2iid person

sing. -ndi- or -ti- -ku- class 1: -u-

plur. -tu- -ku-, -(v)u-

refl. -li-

The OCd -n- assimilates to the VB in the same way as has been described

above for the SCd n-. In the sequence SCd - Fo - OCd - VB as much as

four vowels can directly follow each other. Such sequences lead to glide

formation, assimilation, and contraction. Here we only note that the OCd of

class 1 -u- contracts ^th a preceding a to -o- (or -co- m the case of a

contour tone).

""pll-d-i^-kllmb^l-d > p6kimbela "there lacked him"

Sr|i-u-lftndM-M > v51andeli they buy for you (pi.)

The surface tone patterns of verb forms containing an OCd are explained if

we assume that the (underlying) tone of an OCd is High when there is no

High tone preceding (in the same word), and Low otherwise.

^tii-d-sfndik-& > tudsindikft wepushhun
"Vi-d-sindlk-ft > vidsfndlkft they pushed him

*til-kft-d-8fndik-& > tukadsindikft we^ push him

%&-kk-d-sfndik-ft > vikadsfndikft they will push him

The OCd of the 1st person singular is toneless; the form hu- ( < **n-ku*-) is

simply Low.

hulandisa or ndikuiandisft I sell (to) you

ondandlsa or ondnandisft you sell (to) me
6iig'ovong& or 6ndtk6vong& she calls me

Plural Fi2:

The Hnal-2 -i is used in conjunction with a second person singular or plural

Subject or Object Concord. It markes the addressee as plural. Its use is

optional but preferred when ambiguity could arise. In the Imperative, it is the

only means to mark the plural. The preceding vowel of the Final is deleted,

and -i takes on the tone of the deleted Final (with one exception in the

Hortative).
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sfndild push! (pL); cf. sfndiki push!

(v)uKtlld or vuf^tikH you (pi) start

tuukovongi or tu(v)iikovong& or tukiikovongi we call you (pi.)

Locative Enclitics:

The substitutives (PPx-o) of the locative classes 16 -po, 17 -ko, and 18 -mo

can be attached to any verb form. They can function as locative adjuncts or

as locative objects. They always have a High tone, which is preceded by a

downstep when the preceding High syllable is not itself immediately

preceded by a downstep. (But: No downstep preceds locative enclitics in

relative verb forms, and possibly also not in certain negative verb forms.)

akamba ikatund&-p6 the companions will leave here

akamba £kap{ta-p6 the companions will pass here

ekamba lyitundd-po the companion left here

The first of these three examples shows how enclitics differ tonally from

regular sufGxes: The tone rule of H-Spreading regards the boundary before

the enditic as an (internal) word boundary.
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